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OUR MISSION
Our mission is to boost your self-confidence by helping you express
your unique style and personality. We stand with you as champions,
providing garments that enable you to live an active life without the
worries and social stigmas associated with wearing an ostomy bag.

We designed our Awestomy Active Wraps with intention – superior
functionality, expandable fabric and specialized fit for exceptional

versatility, adjustability, protection, and comfort. 

Our wraps are ideal for everyday wear and those who are active and
on-the go. Available in Light Compression and Medium

Compression and two profiles—high and low—that provides a range
of coverage and support.

WE EMPOWER YOU TO EMBARK ON A NEW JOURNEY WITH SELF-CONFIDENCE.



Two inner pockets to support right or left stoma and
firm fit pouch concealment

Multi strips of VELCRO® for adjustability

Moisture-wicking, anti-microbial, anti-odor, UVA/UVB
chemical free protective fabric

Flat-lock seams that prevents chaffing for a smooth,
clean fit under clothing

LIGHT COMPRESSION WRAPS
Lighter weight performance fabric that provides reliable
support, coverage and pouch concealment. Smooth on the
skin, easily expands and is ideal for daily wear.

High Profile - ($85.99)
Full coverage and hernia support

Low Profile - ($75.99)
Pouch coverage and support



Two inner pockets to support right or left stoma and
firm fit pouch concealment

Multi strips of VELCRO® for adjustability

Moisture-wicking, anti-microbial, anti-odor, UVA/UVB
chemical free protective fabric

Flat-lock seams that prevents chaffing for a smooth,
clean fit under clothing

Slims the waist line, provides comfort and additional
support

MODERATE COMPRESSION WRAPS
Heavier weight performance fabric that provides compression,
maximum support, superior performance and pouch
concealment.

High Profile - ($85.99)
Full coverage and hernia support

Low Profile - ($75.99)
Pouch coverage and support



FEATURES BENEFITS

Multi strip VELVRO
on the wrap

Adjusts to your body as it changes over time
Slims the waist
Doesn’t slip off the waist

Moisture-wicking
material
infused with FUZE

Absorbs water which may come from
leakage
Anti-microbial material helps prevent
infection
UVA/UVB protection
Warms and cools the skin

Left or right placement of stoma
Pouch concealment
Fabric expands as the pouch fills

Two inner pockets

Provides hernia support
Flexible for those with a more active lifestyle

Compression
material

OUR UNIQUE FEATURES & BENEFITS
AWESTOMY ACTIVE WRAPS ARE A GAME-CHANGER!



OUR STORY
After working as a healthcare executive in
London leading R&D for a global Ostomy
supplier, Symeria couldn’t shake the feeling
that many Ostomates were being ignored.
Symeria observed that nobody wanted to
challenge the status quo and innovate
products that addressed skin irritations,
leakage and comfort while allowing
Ostomates to feel good about themselves.

SYMERIA - FOUNDER & COMPASSIONATE
HEALTHCARE EXECUTIVE 

Leading at the intersection of fashion and
wellness, Ilana is committed to share her
multifaceted knowledge she gained in the
activewear industry to help develop
products that are fashionable, adaptable,
and provide peak performance for
Ostomates. Ilana will never compromise a
product’s integrity, appeal and comfort to
ensure Awestomy Active achieves its
mission of providing best-in-class
products for Ostomates that will
ultimately contribute to a better quality of
life.

ILANA - COO &
FASHION WELLNESS EXECUTIVE

TWO POWERHOUSE WOMEN WITH THE PERFECT COMBINATION--- MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
LEADER MEETS FASHION GURU WHO SEEK TO EMPOWER AND SUPPORT OSTOMATES.


